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Product introduction 
This product uses new mold designing technology, stamping mold, die casting 
technology and no clutch designing. And the quality is more reliable. The mechanism 
uses worm gear and crank link structure, and the blast moves stably and is easy and fast 
maintenance. 

 
Production Series 

Model no. Open / Close Speed Max Boom Length Boom type 
WJDZ801-16 6 seconds 6m Straight boom 
WJDZ801-13 3 seconds 4.5m Straight boom 
WJDZ801-115 1.5 seconds 3m Straight boom 
WJDZ801-26 6 seconds 5m 90 degree Articulated boom 
WJDZ801-23 3 seconds 3m 90 degree Articulated boom 
WJDZ801-36 6 seconds 5m 180 degrees, Articulated boom 
WJDZ801-33 3 seconds 3m 180 degrees, Articulated boom 
WJDZ801-46 6 seconds 4.5m Two Levels, boom fence 
WJDZ801-56 6 seconds 4m Three levels of boom fence 

  
Main feature 
1). Manual release wheel. In case of shut off, turn the manual release wheel on the bottom of the motor to 
raise the boom manually. When turned on, the motor will work normally 
2). Strong machine core and double springs, make the core machine work more steadily 
3). Die-casting aluminum alloy motor, precise and good thermal radiation 
4). Crank and rod structure make boom placidly 
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5). Double safety limit switch (photo electric limit switch and motor memory sensor) 
6). Reversing in constraint 
7). Auto-closing 
8). Infrared photocell support for antibumping function (optional) 
9). Support external and internal vehicle loop detector (optional) 
10). Traffic light interface (AC220V, can support 40W lamps) 
11). Wire control (switch signal) / Remote control (418MHZ) 
12). RS485 Communication module (optional) 
13). Opening, closing control interface for parking system 
14). Provides the limit state signal for the parking system 
 
Technical specifications  
Working temperature -35 ℃ ~ + 60 ℃ 
Voltage 220V ± 10%, 110V ± 10%, 50 / 60HZ 
Rated power 80W 
Relative humidity ≤ 90% 
Remote control distance ≥ 30m 
Net weight 60kgs 
Speed Arm 1.5s, 3s, 6s 
Max boom length 6 meters 
  
Advanced features 
 

 
  
Function: Unti-bumping  
The barrier will automatically return when it encounters an obstacle during closing. 
Function: Swing-out boom  Arm holder 
will swing out when hit directly by the vehicle to avoid further damage to the vehicle. 
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Function: Manual Operation When Power Off 
Handwheel the device to operate the barrier when the power is off. 
Features: Precision aluminum alloy die-casting motor 
Precise aluminum alloy die-casting motor base reduces joint noise and abrasion to extend barrier gate 
work. 

Features: Double limit ways 
Double way limit (electronic limit and motor sensor memory limit) for boom up and down. 
 


